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This article attempts to lay a proper foundation for studying asymptotic 
properties of nonhomogeneous diffusions, extends earlier criteria for transience, 
recurrence, and positive recurrence, and provides sufftcient conditions for the weak 
convergence of a shifted nonhomogeneous diffusion to a limiting stationary 
homogenous diffusion. A functional central limit theorem is proved for the class of 
positive recurrent homogeneous diffusions. Upper and lower functions for positive 
recurrent nonhomogeneous diffusions are also studied. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a diffusion on Rk (k22) generated by 
L, = 4 C qj(t, x) #/axi ax, + b&,x) a/ax, ; here a(& x) = ((U,j(t, x))) and 
4 x) = (b,(t, x),..., bk(f, x)) satisfy assumptions (Al)-(A6) of Sections 1, 2. 
Let P,,, denote the distribution of the diffusion {X(s): s > t) starting at x at 
time t. In the homogeneous case, i.e., when the coefficients a(t, x) b(t, x) are 
independent oft, asymptotic behavior of X(s) is known to depend on whether 
the diffusion is transient, null recurrent, or positive recurrent. For example, 
transience means IX(s)1 -+ co as. as s -+ co; null recurrence implies that there 
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exists a sigma-finite (but not finite) invariant measure m which is unique up 
to a constant multiple, and that the ratio J,‘f(X(s)) ds/j,Tg(X(s)) ds 
converges as. as T-1 co to the limit If dm/l g dm, provided If dm, j g dm 
are finite and J’ g dm # 0; positive recurrence is equivalent to the existence of 
a unique invariant probability measure m, and in this case I,‘f(X(s)) ds/T 
converges a.s. to If dm, as T -+ co, for every m-integrable f (see Maruyama 
and Tanaka [ 111, Khas’minskii [8]). The other main classical limit theorem 
one expects is the central limit theorem for the positive recurrent case; this 
theorem is derived in this article in its functional form, and verifiable 
sufftcient conditions on the coefftcients (and on f) are provided 
(Theorem 2.9). Criteria for transience, null recurrence, and positive 
recurrence in the homogeneous case may be found in Khas’minskii [8], 
Friedman [6], and Bhattacharya [I]. In the present article these criteria are 
extended to the nonhomogeneous case (Theorems 2.4, 2.5). These are then 
used to derive a number of limit theorems, e.g., Theorem 2.11 provides 
sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of the shifted process X: to 
the distribution P, of a stationary homogeneous diffusion, as t -+ co ; 
Theorem 2.6 provides sufftcient conditions for the well-posedness of the 
exterior Dirichlet problem, extending some results of Myers and Serrin [ 13 ] 
for the time-independent case. The criterion for positive recurrence and the 
basic inequalities provided by Lemma 2.1 also lead to criteria for a function 
h to be an upper or a lower function for positive recurrent diffusions 
(Theorem 2.12). In the next paragraph some central ideas behind the proofs 
are sketched. The Proposition below appears to be new. 
Let tk be the first hitting time after t of a closed set F. Take F = (1 x/ = r,}, 
r,, > 0. Under some additional smoothness assumptions on a( + , . ), 
b( . , . ), the function h(t, x) = Pt,.JrfF < co) satisfies the equation 
(a/at +L,) h = 0 on (]x])r,,} with boundary condition h = 1 on (Ix] = rO). 
Since the domain {lx] > r,,} is unbounded, there does not always exist a 
unique bounded solution to the above “exterior Dirichlet problem.” To 
evaluate h(t, x) one may, therefore, first find hN(t, x) = P,,,(& < rkN), where 
FN = {lx] = N}, in the bounded domain {r. < 1x1 < N}, and then let N T co. 
If the limit h(t, x) is identically equal to one, then the diffusion is recurrent. 
If the limit is less than one for all (t, x), then the diffusion is transient. The 
function hN(t, x) is the unique continuous solution of (a/at + L,) h, = 0 on 
{r. < 1x1 <N}, h,= 1 on {lx] =rO}, =0 on {lx] = N}. Since explicit 
solutions cannot be obtained in the general case, one may try to obtain upper 
and lower bounds. To understand how this is done, consider an L, which 
transforms every (smooth) radial function (i.e., a function of 1x1) into a 
radial function. A necessary and sufficient condition for L, to have this 
property is that C a,(t, x) xixj/]x]’ and ,7J aii(t, x) + 2 C xlbi(t, x) are radial 
functions, which we write as a(t, r), y(t, r), respectively. The probabilistic 
meaning of this is set forth in the following result. 
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PROPOSITION. L, leaves the class of radial functions invariant if and only 
if the radial motion { [X(t)l: t >, 0 / is Markovian. In this case the one dimen- 
sional radial process is a dl&%sion on the state space (0, 00) whose generator 
is 
where /3(t, r) = r(t, r)/a(t, r) - 1. 
One may prove this for uniformly parabolic operators L, by invoking the 
uniqueness of the solution to the Cauchy problem, and proceed to the 
general case by approximation. Roughly, L, leaves the class of radial 
functions invariant if and only if the (semigroup of) transition operators 
generated by it do so, and the last condition is equivalent to the Markovian 
property of 1 X(t)(: t > 0. The computation of the radial part Lr of L, is 
straightforward. The state space may be restricted to (0, co), for if the 
process X(t): t >, 0 starts from a nonzero x, the probability it will ever reach 
the origin is zero (under assumptions (Al)-(A6)). This may be proved using 
inequality (2.6). Now to say that “Lt leaves the class of radial functions 
invariant” is saying much less than ‘2, is spherically symmetric.” The latter 
means that L, commutes with all orthogonal transformations, i.e., (L,f) o 
0 = L,(fo 0) for all smooth f and all orthogonal 0, while the former means 
that this equality holds only for radial f (and all 0) (Homogeneous 
spherically symmetric diffusions are discussed in Galmarino [7]). Because 
the domain r0 < 1x1 < N is invariant under orthogonal transformations (and 
so is the boundary function), the boundary value problem for h, reduces to a 
differential equation involving the time variable and one spatial variable r. 
But even this is difficult to solve explicitly, in general. Hence assume that 
a(t, x), b(t, x) do not depend on t, i.e., one has a homogeneous diffusion. One 
is then required to solve a second order ordinary differential equation (two- 
point boundary value problem): LRh,(r) = 0 for r, < r < N, h&J = 1, 
h,(N) = 0. This is simple to solve, and letting N f co, one may easily decide 
whether the diffusion is recurrent or transient. The inequalities (2.6), (2.7) 
(with z = 0) become equalities in this special case. In the general case, they 
lead to one criterion for recurrence and another for transience 
(Theorem 2.4). In case a homogeneous diffusion on Rk is recurrent there 
exists a sigma-finite invariant measure m, unique up to a constant multiple. 
Inequalities (2.8), (2.9) enable one to estimate the mass of this measure in 
spherical shells c ( Ix - z 1 ( d. This leads to a criterion for finiteness of m, 
or positive recurrence, and another for its nontiniteness, or null recurrence 
(Theorem 2.5). One consequence of recurrence of a homogeneous diffusion 
is that the tail sigmafield (not merely the shift invariant sigmafield) is trivial 
under every initial distribution. In the positive recurrent case, this leds to he 
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convergence in norm of the distribution of X(t) to m as t + co, no matter 
what the initial distribution is (Theorem 2.7). 
Suppose that (2.15), (2.20) hold, ensuring positive recurrence, and (2.35) 
holds, implying “tightness” of the I’,., -distributions of X(t): t >, 0. Then one 
expects that perhaps under mild additional hypothesis Tp ’ [ C,‘f(X(s)) ds - 
!-,‘~,,,fW)) d s converges to zero a.s. for all bounded measurable f; one 1 
also expects that under such assumptions (and with additional moment 
conditions) I,‘f(X(s)) ds - i,‘E,,,f(X(s)) d s is asymptotically Gaussian for 
large T. However, we are unable to prove these. 
Asymptotic properties of one dimensional homogeneous diffusions may be 
found in Mandl [lo]. The inhomogeneous case (for k = 1) can be treated by 
the methods of this article. The modifications needed for this case arise due 
to the fact that when an open ball (or a point) is taken out, R’ becomes 
disconnected. For earlier results on multidimensional homogeneous 
diffusions, we refer to Maruyama and Tanaka [ll], Khas’minskii [8], 
Friedman (61, and Bhattacharya [ 11. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For each (t, x) E [0, co) X Rk let a(t,x) = ((u,(t,x))) be a k X k real 
symmetric positive definite matrix and b(t, x) = (b,(t, x),..., bk(t, x)) E Rk. 
Unless specified otherwise, the following assumptions will be made throught 
this article. 
(Al) a(., .) and B(a, .) are Bore1 measurable on [O, to) x Rk and 
bounded (component-wise) on compacts. 
(A2) For each N > 0 there exists a function 6,(r) 10 as r 10 such 
that II~(~,~)--a(~,~)ll~~,(lx-~l) whenever t E (0, N] and 1x1 < N, 
] y ( < N. Here (] . ]] denotes the matrix norm. 
(A3) The smallest eigenvalue of a(., .) is bounded away from zero on 
compact subsets of [0, co) x Rk. 
For each N > 0 define the matrix valued function a,,,(., a) and the vector 
valued function bN(., .) by 
%(f,x)=a (IAN, (1$)x), b,(r,x)=b(tAN,(1i\~).). 
(1.1) 
Define the differential operator 
(1.2) 
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Let R, = C( [t, co): Rk) be the set of all continuous functions on [t, a) 
into Rk, and endow it with the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of [t, 00). Write a,,, = {o E a: o(t) =x}, X(t’, 0) = w(t’), 
.Hi = o{X(t’, .): s < t’ < t}, JP = a{X(t’, .): t’ > t}. For the simplicity we 
shall generally write X(t’) for X(t’, a). The following theorem is a basic 
result due to Stroock and Varadhan [ 15, Theorems 4.2.1, 7.2.1, 
Corollary 10.1.4, Exercise 6.7.51. Let C~~‘([O, co) X Rk) be the set of all real 
valued bounded functions f(t, x) on [0, co) X Rk having continuous and 
bounded time derivative of order one, and bounded continuous spatial 
derivatives of order less than or equal to two. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume, in addition to (Al)-(A3), that a(., .) and 
b(., a) are bounded and that the smallest eigenvalue of a(., .) is bounded 
away *from zero on [0, CD) X Rk. Then for each pair (t, x) there exists a 
unique probability measure P,,, on f2, such that (i) for each 
fE Ci*‘( [0, 03) x R k), the process f (t’, X(t’)) - (i’ (i?/& + L,) f (s, X(s)) ds 
(t’ > t) is a P,,,-martingale relative to the sigmaflelds &, on R,, and (ii) 
support of P,,, is L!,,,. Furtthermore, the process (X(t’): t’ > t} is strong 
Markov and strong Feller under the family {PS<Y : s > t, y E Rk]. 
We denote by PN,t,x the probability measure in Theorem 1.1 
corresponding to coefficients a,(., .), bN(., .). To construct probability 
measures without the boundedness restriction, introduce the new state space 
Rk U {‘co’ }-the one-point compactification of Rk-and give it a suitable 
metric. Let fit = C( [t, co): Rk U {‘co’}) be the set of all continuous functions 
on [t, co) into RkU ‘co’, and endow it with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of [t, co). Unless otherwise specified, let 
X(P) from now on denote the extension to ct of the corresonding map on 
R,, and let &i, ..H’ be defined as above on a,. Introduce the stopping time 
0;(w) = N A inf{t’ > t: ] w(t’)] > N}. One may show (see the correction note 
to Bhattacharya [ 11) that there exists a unique probability measure P,,, on 
(fit,J’) such that (i) P,., agrees with PN,l,x (lifted to (fia,,A’)) on 
o(X(t’ A Bfy): t’ > t} for every N > 0, and (ii) Pl,x(X(t’) = ‘co’ for all 
t’ > [‘) = 1, where c’(w) = lim,, 0;( ) w is the explosion time. The family 
PI,,, : ti > t > 0, x E Rk} defines a strong Markov process (relative to the 
sigma-fields -Xi,, t’ > t) and will be referred to as the dt@iision generated by 
L,. In case PJC’ = co) = 1 for all (t, x), the difusion is said to be conser- 
vative. Throughout, B(x: E) = ( y E R k: 1 y - x) < E}. 
For a closed subset F of Rk let rk denote the first hitting time of F after 
time t: 
r$ = inf{s > t: X(s) E F}. (1.3) 
Let 0 < T, < T, < co, and G a nonempty open subset of Rk. A bore1 
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measurable real valued function f on [T,, T2) x G is said to be space-time 
harmonic (for i3lat + L,) if 
(i) f is bounded on compact subsets of [T,, TJ x G, and 
(ii) f(t, x) = El,,f(r& A T)) for every open U with 0 compact, 
0 c G, every T E (T,, T,), and all (t, X) E [T,, T) x U. 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume (Al )-(A3). The following functions are space-time 
harmonic: 
(0 E,.,f(&m x(&c>) I,+< co) for bounded measurable fi and 
PtJ& < ao), both on [0, 00) x G where G is open, nonempty, G # Rk. 
(ii) P,,,z& <&) on [0, 00) x G, where G,, Gz are nonempty open - 
subsets of R k, G, n G, = 4, G = (G, U G2)C. 
(iii) P,,,(C < co) on [O, 00) x Rk. 
PJ7& > T,) on [0, T,,) x G, where G is as in (i), T, > 0. 
(4 L(lh~m X(s) = ‘NJ’) on [0, 00) x Rk. 
ProoJ: These are easy consequences of the strong Markov property. m 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf (Al)-(A3) hold, then every space-time harmonic 
function is continuous. 
Proof. Let f be a real valued Bore1 measurable function on T,, T,) x G, 
bounded on compacts. Let U be a nonempty open set, such that fl is 
compact and contained in G. Let T E (T,, T,). It is enough to prove that the 
function h(t,x) =E,,,f<+,c A T, X(7& A T)) is continuous for 
(t, x) E [T,, T) X U. Fix (to, x,,) E [T,, r) x U. Since h defined above is 
determined by the distribution of the diffusion stopped at 7k A T, one may 
assume without loss of generality that a(,, .), b(., .) satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.1. Now, by the Markov property, for (t, x) E [T, , T) x U and 
t < t, < T one has 
http xl = Et,x(Z,z~<t,) f(7:J r,JX7;cA 7-j) 
+ 4,x&',>t,, El,JCl,) df(r$, A T,X(7$cA T))) 
= 4x(4,~<r,, [f t&r A T, X(7:, A T)> 
- h(t,, W,>)l + Et,xW, 9 x(t,)). (1.4) 
Here and elsewhere in this article Z, is the indicatorfunction of the set A. Fix 
t, > T, (the case t, = T, is similar), x,, E U. Fix an open ball B, such that 
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- 
x,, E B, , B, c U. Then the distance r between cYB, and aU is positive and one 
has, for x E B, and T, <s < t, (see [IS, p. 87]), 
<2kexp(-[(r-y(t,-s))V0]2/(2k(t,-s)T}, (1.5) 
where y = sup{]b(t’, x’)]: (t’, x’) E [T, , 7”] x 0) and r= sup {largest eigen- 
value of a(t’, x’): (f’, x’) E [T,, T] x U}. Hence for any given E > 0 one can 
choose s0 > 0 such that [to - s,,, to + so] c [T, , r) and 
sup 
s~lto-so.ta+slJl. 
P,,,(r”u < t, + so) < E. (1.6) 
XEB, 
Let t, = to + s, in (1.4). By the strong Feller property (see Theorem 1.1) 
E,,,h(t,, X(t,)) is continuous in (t, x) on [T,, tl) x B,. The continuity of 
h(t, x) at (to, x0) now follows from (1.4) and (1.6). I 
Remark. The technique of localizing the coefficients a(+, e), b(., .) in 
order to use Theorem 1.1 will be repeatedly used throughout this article. 
LEMMA 1.4. (Maximum Principle). Assume (Al)-(A3). Let f be a 
nonnegative space-time harmonic function on [T,, T,) x G, where G is a 
connected open subset of R k. If f (to, x,) = 0 for some (t,, x,,) E [T, , TJ X G, 
then f vanishes identically on [to, T,) X G. 
ProoJ: Let T (to, T2), B = B(x,: E), Bc Gn B(0: IV), N > T. Let 
z(tO, x0 ; T, E; ds dy) denote the hitting measure induced on ([to, T] X aB> U 
WI x B) under Pto.xo by (&$ A T, X(rg A T)). Note that it is also the hitting 
measure under PN,t,,xO. Since the support of PN,tO,xO is OtO,XO (see 
Theorem l.l), it follows that the support of n(to, x, ; T, E; ds dy) is 
([t,,,T]x8B)U({T}xB). Nowsupposef(t,,x,)=O. Then 
o = f (to, x0) = E,,,f ($c A r, x(6% * r)) 
= 
I 
f (s, y) n(t,, x, ; T, G ds dy), 
where the last integral is over the set ([to, T] X 8B) U (TX B). Since f is 
non-negative and continuous (Lemma 1.3) it follows that f = 0 on 
[to, T] x 8B. Since E is arbitrary, f = 0 on [to, T] x B. Connectedness of G is 
now used to complete the proof. 1 
LEMMA 1.5. Assume (Al)-(A3). 
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(i) The d@usion is conservative if and only if P,,,(c = 00) = 1 for 
some x E Rk. 
(ii) In case the diffusion is conservatiue it has the strong Feller 
property. 
ProoJ: Part (i) follows from he maximum principle (Lemma 1.4) and 
Lemma 1.2 (iii). Part (ii) follows from [ 15, Corollary 10.1.41. 1 
We now introduce an additional assumption: 
(A4) For every compact K c Rk there exist (i) a positive continuous 
function g on [O, m) satisfying jr g(t) dt = co, (ii) c, > 0, and (iii) some 
index i, such that one of the following inequalities holds: 
(a) aii(t, X) C, + bi(t, X) > g(t) for all t > 0 and all x E K, 
(b) aii(t, x) ci - bi(t, x) > g(t) for all I > 0 and all x E K. 
For some purposes it is necessary to strengthen this assumption by requiring 
that the function g be taken to be a positive constant c2. This strengthened 
assumption will be referred to as (A4)*. 
LEMMA 1.6. (i) Under the assumptions (Al)-(A3), (A4)* one has 
suP{KX(r:B - t): t > 0, x E B} < 00 for every bounded open subset B of Rk. 
(ii) Under the assumptions (Al )-(A4) one has, for every bounded 
open B, Pr,x(7iB < 03) = 1 for all t > 0, x E B. 
Proof. (i) Let B be a bounded open set CRk. First assume that there 
are positive constants c,, c2 such that aii(t, x) c, + b,(t, x) > c2 holds for all 
t > 0 and x E B. Then prove the assertion in essentially the same way as in 
Friedman [6, p. 1731. If, on the other hand, the inequality 
aii(t, x) ci - bi(t, x) 2 c2 holds on [0, co) X B, then reduce to the preceding 
case by a reflection of the ith coordinate axis. 
(ii) Assume (Al)-(A4) hold for some g as prescribed. Write 
s(t) = sh g(t’)dt’, and define Y(t) = X(s-l(t)): t > 0. The new diffusion so 
obtained is generated by z, = b(g(s-l(t))-’ JJ aij(s-‘(t),x) a2/3xi8xj + 
(g(s-l(t))-’ Cbi(~-‘(t),x)a/ax~, which satisfies (Al)-(A3), and also 
satisfies (A4)* with c2 = 1. Applying the result of part (i) to the diffusion 
{Ft;,, : t > 0, x E Rk) induced by Y, one has PJ&, < 00) = P,,,(inf(u > s(t): 
Y(u) E aB} < co) = FsftJ7sasf) < 00) = 1. Q 
Remark. If T- j”F g(t) dt < co in (A4), then the stochastic process Y is 
only defined on the time interval [0, r>. 
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COROLLARY 1.7. Let B be a bounded open subset of Rk. Under the 
assumptions (Al)-(A3), (A4)*, there exists 1 > 0 such that 
sup K,, expP(& -t)}:t>O,xEB} < CD. 
Prooj By Lemma 1.6 and Chebyshev’s inequality, 
P&B - t > c) < d/c, d = yg Et&;, - 0 
XPB 
Choose and fix c such that d/c < 1. Then by the Markov property, 
Hence 
n 
P&t, (n = 1, 2,...). 
E&xpM& - t)}) < 5 e”“P,,,((n - 1) c < rLB - t < nc) 
n=1 
provided k < l/c log c/d. 
2. CRITERIA FOR RECURRENCE AND TRANXIENCE (k> 2) 
Throughout this section k > 2. A point x E Rk is said to be recurrent for 
the diffusion {P,,,: t > 0, y E Rk} if for every nonempty open subset U of Rk 
and all t > 0 one has 
P&C(s) E U for some s > t) = 1. 
A point x E Rk is transient if for all t > 0, 
(2.1) 
P,,, (lim X(s) = ‘co’) = 1. 
s-Kc (2.2) 
A dltision is recurrent (transient) if all points are. In order to derive criteria 
for recurrence and transience in terms of the coefficients a(-, +), b(-, .) we 
introduce the following notation. For given z E Rk, r,, > 0, 0 < t, < a, define 
A,(s, X) = C a,(S, X)(X( - Zi)(Xj - Zj)/l X - Z 1’3 
iJ 
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B(S, X) = ~ aii(S, X), 
CJS, x) = 2 c (Xi - Zi) b,(s, x), 
g(r) = rx(r; z, to) = inf 
S>f, 
A&, x), 
IX-21 =r 
a(r) = ;>uc A,(s,xh (2.3) 
e(r) = @<r; z, to> = f>ng (B(s, x) - A,(& x) + C,(s, x))lA,(s, x)3 
IX-21 =r 
B(r) = s>uE MS, x) - A,(s, x> + Us, x))/4ts9 XL 
Ix--zI=r 
I(r) = i(r; 2, ro, 4J = 
I 
r B(u),, 
f.0 u 
1((r) = jr e du (O<r<co). 
10 
For r < r. the integral J”:, simply means - SF. Also, often to simplify the 
notation we shall omit the parameters in the above definitions and simply 
write a(r), E(r), P(r), p(r), I(r), f(r), provided the parameters are explicitly 
specified in the discussion. 
Let F be a twice continuously differentiable real valued function on 
(0, co). For (x-z1 > 0 write f(x) = F([x - z I). Then one has 
2&j-(x) =A&, x) F”((x - zi) 
+ (F’(Ix - zl)/lx - zl)(B(s, x) -A& x) + Cr(s, x)). (2.4) 
We shall usually abuse notation and write 2L,F((x - zl) to denote the right 
side of (2.4). 
Fix z E Rk, r0 > 0, 0 < t, < co, 0 < c < d < co, and a continuous non- 
negative function h on (0, co). Define 
v(r) = v(r; z, c, r,, G,) = 
I 
r exp{ --i(u) 1 du, 
c 
v(r) = f exp{--f(u)} du, 
c 
F,(r) =&(r; z, c, h) = jr exp{-J(u)} (j: $$ exp{lWl du duy 
c 1 
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F,(r) = f exp{-!((u)} (jc” 3 exp{@v)} dv) du, 
c 
F,(r) = f exp{--+)I (jd $ ev{@)} dv) du, 
u 
F2(r) = i exp{-j(u) j (l:$$ exp{$b)} dv) du. 
c (2.5) 
For stating the next result we introduce twd additional hypotheses: 
(A5) For every compact Kc Rk and every z’ E Rk, the function 
(B + C,,)/A,, is bounded away from plus infinity on [0, co) x K. 
(A6) For every compact Kc Rk and every z’ E Rk, the function 
(B + C,,)/A,, is bounded away from minus infinity on [0, a) x K. 
LEMMA 2.1. LetzERk, r,>O, t,>O,O<c<d<oo begiven 
(i) If (Al)-(A4), (A6) hold, then 
Pt.x(5k?~r:d~ < &wJ > _wW/_wW (t>t,,,c<Ix-zj<d). (2.6) 
(ii) If (Al)-(A4), (A5) hold, then 
P&kfB(z:d) < &r:ch < F(r)/W) (t>t,,c<Jx-z]<d). (2.7) 
(iii) Let h be a nonnegative continuous function on [0, co), and 
q = &I(m) A &r:d) * If (Al)-(A4), (A6) hold, then 
E t,x ‘IWW4W 
I I 
2 maxP~@)(y(lx - 4)/y(d)) 
-2~~(Ix-zO,2~~:,(Ix-zl)-2E,(d)(~(lx-zI)/~(d)~ 
(t>t,,c<Ix-zlCd). (2.8) 
(iv) Let h and q be as in (iii). If (Al)-(A4), (AS) hold, then 
E t,x “WW-4W I t 
G mW2FhMV(lx - 4/tW>) 
- 2&(Jx - 4),2Fdlx - zl) - 2&(d) y(Ix - 4Yy(41 
(t>t,,c<Jx-z/Id). (2.9) 
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Proof: Proofs of (i), (ii) are analogous to proofs of the corresponding 
results in the homogeneous case (see Bhattacharya [ 1, relations (3.18), 
(3.21)]). To. prove (iii) note that 
F,(r) = exp(-I(r)} [r!$Jexp{I(u)j du > 0 
F;‘(r) = - @iir),r) i/Y(r) + h(r)/E(r). 
(r > c> 
(2.10) 
Therefore, 2L,Fr((Ix’ - zl) < h([x’ - zj) for (x’ - z/ > c, t 2 t,, so that 
2E,,,F,(\X(x(q A T> - zl) - 2&(/x - zl) = EtqxjvAT 2L,~,(~X(s) - zl) ds 
I 
< Et,, jllh’ h&Y(s) - z I) ds. 
f 
(2.11) 
Letting T+ co one gets 
4, j-’ h&W) - zl) ds 2 2~&W’t.x(hxz:~~ < &qr:cJ - 26(1x - zl>, -t 
(t>t,,c<Ix-zz(<d). (2.12) 
Now use (2.6). Next observe F;(r) > 0 and E;(r) = -@(r)/r)E;(r) - 
h(r)/E(r). Therefore for c < jx’ - zI < d and t > t, one has 2L,&(\x’ - zj) > 
-h(J x’ - z I). This leads to 
1 
.?lAT 
E t.x h(lX(s)-zI)d~>,2~;,(lx-zO-2E,,,F,(lX(rA T)-~1). (2.13) t 
Letting T -+ co one gets 
E t,x 1 ’ WW) - zI> ds t 
> 2Fdlx - zl> - 2mw,x(Gthf~ < &t~r:cJ (2.14) 
Use (2.7) to complete the proof of (iii). The proof of (iv) is entirely 
analogous if one notes that 2L,Er(lx’ - zl) > h(lx’ - zj), 2L,Fz(jx’ - zl) < 
-h(Jx’-z]) for sat,, c<)x’-zJ<d. 1 
Remark. The quantities VW/W), v(r)lv(d), F,(r), F,(r), E&l, F2;,<r> 
appearing in (2.6)-(2.9) do not vary with r,,.- 
The next result shows the equivalence of several definitions of recurrence. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) Under assumptions (Al)--(A3) the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
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(a) The diflision is recurrent. 
(b) For all (t, x) and all nonempty open subsets U of Rk, 
P,,,(sup{s > t: X(s) E U} = co) = 1. 
(ii) Under assumptions (Al )-(A4), (A5), each of the statements (a), 
(b) is equivalent to 
(c) There exist y E Rk, r. > 0, y’ 65 B(y : ro) such that 
PO,y’(c?B(y:ro) < a> = 1. 
Proofs of this lemma and of Lemma 2.3 below are analogous to the proofs 
of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 in Bhattacharya [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume (Al)-(A3)). 
(i) A dt@usion is transient if and only if there exists at least one tran- 
sient point. Further, a point x is transient if and only iffor some t > 0 one 
has P,,,W,, X(s)=‘aY)= 1. 
(ii) A dtflision is recurrent if and only if there exists at least one 
recurrent point. 
Remark. It is simple to show that under assumptions (Al)-(A6) there 
are diffusions which are neither recurrent nor transient. 
The next result provides useful criteria for recurrence and transience. 
THEOREM 2.4. (i) Under assumptions (Al)-(A4), (A5), a dtflusion is 
recurrent if there exist z E Rk, r,, > 0 such that 
I 
cc 
exp{-fz,ro(r)) dr = a, (2.15) 
‘0 
where fz,,O(r) = J”:, (l/u) &u; z, 0) du. 
(ii) Under assumptions (Al)-(A4), (A6) a dtflusion is transient if 
there exist z E Rk, r, > 0, to > 0 such that 
(2.16) 
where I -z,ror,tr) = IF, W) /!tu; G toI du. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2 (criterion (c)), and the inequality 
(2.7). (ii) Let z, ro, to be as specified. Fix x E Rk. For r > r. define 
L?:(r) = {X(s) E B(z: r) for a sequence of values of s 
in [t, co) increasing to oo }, 
VN = &(z: N) ’ 
(2.17) 
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By Lemma 1.6, the strong Markov property, and the inequality (2.6), one 
has 
1 
co 
= exP~-!z,r,,ro (2.18) 
N 
WI dr Jrm evl-lr,r,,t,W~ dry 
I 
which goes to zero as N--f co, in view of (2.16). 1 
A diffusion will be said to be positive recurrent if there exist z E Rk and 
r. > 0 such that the function 
is finite on [0, ok) x (Rk\B(z: ro)). A recurrent diffusion is null recurrent if 
there exist z E Rk and r. > 0 such that h(t, x) = co for all t >, 0, 
x E R k\B(z : ro). 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume (Al)-(A2), (A5). 
(i) A positive recurrent difSusion is recurrent. In order that a 
dt@?usion be positive recurrent it is suJJicient that there exist z E Rk, r. > 0 
such that (2.15) holds and 
! 
.a, 1 
- exp{f&,(r)J dr c 00, 
ro a,(r) 
(2.20) 
where f L,Tg is as in (2.15) and g,(r) = g(r; z, 0). 
(ii) A dl@iision is null recurrent if there exist z E Rk, r. > 0 such that 
(2.15) holds and 
where rz,, is as in (2.151, and [z,,(r> = ~z,,.O,O(0) = .I$ (l/u) @<u; z, 0) du, 
S,(u) = qu; z, 0). 
Proof 
for 
(i) If the diffusion is positive recurrent, then E,,, z:,,,;,~~ < co 
some z, r. > 0, x E Rk\B(z; ro). This implies PO,x(~&,~r;rd < a~) = 1. 
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Hence the diffusion is recurrent by Lemma 2.2 (criterion (c)). Next assume 
(2.15), (2.20) hold. By the inequality (2.9) (with t, = 0, c = rJ, for all (t, x) 
(ii) If (2.15), (2.21) hold, then on taking t, = 0 c= r,,, and letting 
d T co in the inequality (2.8) one has 
W-l;,&)/ 
I 
IX-21 
x exp{--I,.&)} dr- 2~,dx-x-zl) = 03, (2.23) 
ro 
by (2.21). Note that we have used the fact that the diffusion is conservative 
(more precisely, limdT, r$B(r:d) = cc as. P,,x) to get the first inequality in 
(2.23). The fact that a recurrent diffusion is conservative is easy to 
check. 1 
Remark. Let t -+ 6’(t) denote a time change, i.e., d’(t) is positive and 
continuous for all t, 8(O) = 0, 0(t) -+ co as t + co. Under such a change a 
diffusion with coefficients a(t, x), b(t, x) is transformed into one with coef- 
ficients f?‘(l) a(O(t), x), P(t) b(e(t), x). The properties of being transient or 
recurrent are invariant under time changes and, appropriately enough, so are 
the criteria provided by Theorem 2.4. It should also be noted that each of the 
assumptions (Al )-(A6) is invariant under the transformation t -+ e(t). The 
integral appearing in (2.15) has the same integrand for the original and the 
transformed diffusions; on the other hand, if (2.16) holds for the original 
diffusion for some t,, then it holds for the transformed difusion with t, 
replaced by O(t,). For a homogeneous diffusion (A4)* holds if (Alt(A3) 
do. However, a time change (with a nonconstant l?‘(t)) transforms a 
homogeneous diffusion into an inhomogeneous one for which (A4)* may not 
hold (although (A4) will). Note that the property of being positive recurrent 
is not invariant under time changes, in general. 
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It is interesting to note (in the spirit of Khas’minskii [8]) the connection 
between recurrence and the well-posedness of the exterior Dirichlet problem 
for the operator a/& + L,. The classical exterior Dirichlet problem for 
a/at + L, is said to be well-posed in the region V = G (where G is a bounded 
nonempty open subset of Rk, G = G U aG) if for every bounded continuous 
function f on [0, co) x aV, there exists a unique bounded continuous 
function u on [0, co) x V such that u =f on [0, co) x aV and 
(a/at + L,) u = 0 on [0, 00) x V. The stochastic exterior Dirichlet problem 
for a/at + L, is said to be well-posed if one replaces the requirement 
“(a/at + L,) u = 0 on [0, co) x V’“’ above by “u is space-time harmonic on 
[0, ao) x V.” A candidate for the solution is the function 
ax) = ~,.xf(~L X(7h4 * &pool* (2.24) 
By Lemma 1.2(i), u is space-time harmonic and clearly satisfies the 
“boundary” condition. To prove that it is continuous on [O, co) x aV, one 
needs to impose some smoothness condition on aV and proceed as in Bhat- 
tacharya [2] (proof of Proposition 6.1). In addition, one needs the fact that 
7& - t converges in P,,,-probability to zero, uniformly on every bounded t- 
interval, as x converges to a point x0 E W. This is easily proved by making 
use of an inequality like (2.9) (along with the exterior sphere property). We 
omit the details. In case the diffusion is recurrent, P,,x(7&. < co) = 1, and 
a xl = %J-(7zw X(r$,)) may be shown to be the unique solution in much 
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 6.2 in Bhattacharya 121. If the 
diffusion is transient, then there are at least two solutions to the stochastic 
exterior problem: u(t, x) as given by (2.24), and the function u(t, x) + h(t, x), 
where 
h(t, x) = 1 - P,,,(7’av < co). (2.25) 
Under additional smoothness conditions on a(*, a), b(., .) a bounded 
classical solution may always be shown to exist by standard results in partial 
differential equations. The only question is whether this is the unique 
bounded classical solution. Now a classical solution is clearly space-time 
harmonic, in our sense of the term. Since (2.24) provides another, the two 
must coincide in case of recurrence. In this manner one arrives at the 
following result. The open set V above is said to satisfy the exterior sphere 
property if for every x aV, there exists a ball B satisfying Bn F= {x). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let V= @, where G is a bounded nonempty open subset 
of Rk. Let V satisfy the exterior sphere condition. Assume (Al )-(A6) and 
that there exists a > 0 such that for every compact K c R k one has 
Ila(t, x) - a(t’, x’)ll < cK((x - x’ Ia + ) t - t’ la/‘), 
) b(t, x) - b(t, x’)j < c, Ix -x’ )(I (x, x’ E K; t, t’ > 0), 
(2.26) 
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where ck is a positive number. Then tf (2.15) holds for some z, rO, the 
classical exterior Dirichlet problem is well-posed. If, on the other hand, 
(2.16) holds for some z, r 0, t,, then the exterior problem is not well-posed 
and, for every bounded continuous f there exist at least two bounded 
classical solutions. 
The above theorem extends some results of Meyers and Serrin [ 131. The 
next two theorems deal with a positive recurrent homogeneous diffusion 
{PX; x E Rk) having coefficients a(x) = ((aij(x))), b(x) = (b,(x),..., bk(x)), 
with a(.) positive definite and continuous and b(.) Bore1 measurable and 
bounded on compacts. Let m denote the unique invariant probability 
measure for the diffusion. The following theorem considerably strengthens 
Theorem 3.4 of Khas’minskii [8]. We denote by ((ttj[ the variation norm of a 
finite signed measure, i.e., ]]p]] = sup{],@)]: B E 9(Rk)}. For each such P, 
let pI denote the (signed) measure: n,(B) = jp(t, x, B) ,n(dx), where p(t, x, dy) 
is the transition probability function. As usual, write P, = i P,p(dx) for 
probability measures p on 2(Rk). 
THEOREM 2.1. If the homogeneous dSffusion is positive recurrent then for 
every probability measure V, I( vt - m/J + 0 as t -+ 00. 
In order to prove this let us first prove 
LEMMA 2.8. The discrete time chain X(O), X(l),... is m-recurrent in the 
sense of Harris (i.e., ifm(B) > 0, then P,(X(n) E B for inpnitely many n) = 1 
for all x. 
Proof Let Y denote the shift invariant sigmafield for the discrete time 
chain. Since the chain is ergodic, is X m-trivial. Now let B be a Bore1 set 
such that m(B) > 0. Let A = {X(n) E B for infinitely many n). By the 
ergodic theorem, 
0 < m(B) = ,lhir f 
n-l 
x I&W-)) a.s. (Pm), 
r=O 
which implies P,(A) = 1. But P,(A) = I P,(A) m(dx), so that P,(A) = 1 a.s. 
(m). But A E ,P, so that x -+ P,(A) is constant, i.e., P,(A) = 1 for all x. a 
To prove Theorem 2.7 now apply Theorem 7.1 in Orey (1971) to get 
II VM -m((-+O as t-,m, (2.27) 
where [t] is the integer part of t. Since v, = (vltJ-lI,, m = m,-,,], and t +P, 
is a contraction on the Banach space of finite signed measures p, the proof is 
complete. 
The next result is a central limit theorem for a positive recurrent 
homogeneous diffusion (P, : x E Rk} having coefficients a(x) = ((aij(x))), 
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b(x) = (b,(x),..., &(x)), with a(.) positive definite and continuous, and b(.) 
Bore1 measurable and bounded on compacts. Let m denote the unique 
invariant probability measure for the diffusion. For some z E Rk, 
0 < r,, < rr < co, define r,rO = inf{t > 0: IX(t) - z( = r,,}, qzi+, = inf{t > qzi: 
IX(t) - ZJ = r,}, q2i+2 = inf(t > qzi+, : IX(t) - ZI = Y,,} (i = 0, 1, 2,...). Then 
x(qzi): i = 0, 1, 2,... is a homogeneous Markov chain (on the state space 
~B(z: rO)) whose transition probability function z(x, dy) satisfies Doeblin’s 
condition, and the n-step transition probability function x(“)(x, u’y) converges 
in variation norm exponentially fast (as n -4 co), uniformly in x E c%?(z: rJ, 
to a unique invariant probability distribution p,, (see Maruyama and Tanaka 
[ll] and Bhattacharya (2, Proposition 5.51). Let now f be a real valued 
measurable function on Rk satisfying 
Recall that (see (2, lo]) if(x) m(dx) = EpO J’F~(X(S))~S/(E,~~,I~). Write 
a = f(x) mtd.4, ! tic j 
w+* df(X(s)) - a) ds (i = 1, 2 ,... ). (2.29) 
v2i 
The Pm-distribution of X(r,rJ is p,. Therefore, in view of the strong Markov 
property of the diffusion, the P,-distribution of {& : i = 1,2,...) is that of a 
stationary sequence with a mixing coefficient (this is the function $(n) in 
Billingsley [3, p. 1661) going to zero exponentially fast. Let 
N(t) = sup{ i: qZi < t}, t > 0. 
THEOREM 2.9. Assume that the homogeneous dfision {P,: x E Rkl is 
positive recurrent. Then for every f satisfying (2.28) the distribution of 
Z,(t) = T-“*((i’f(X(s)) ds - atT), 0 < t Q 1, converges weakly (as T-, 00) 
to Wiener measure W,, with zero drift and variance parameter d2, whatever 
be the initial distribution. Here 
In particular, the above conclusion holds for every homogeneous dg@%sion 
whose coeflcients satisfy (2.15), (2.20) and for every f which is Bore1 
measurable, bounded on compacts, and satisfies 
(2.3 1) 
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where h(u)=sup{(f(x)l: IX-z/ = 0) and 
(2.32) 
ProoJ To prove the first part apply Theorem 20.3 of Billingsley [3] to 
show that, under P#,, Y,(t) = N(T)- v’(C~~f~’ &): 0 < t ( 1, converges in 
distribution to the Wiener measure with variance parameter cr’, as T-t co. 
Actually the cited results shows that Y&) = N(T)-‘/’ CIE(r)I1 ri: 0 Q t < 1, 
converge weakly to W,, as T-, co. One then makes the time change 
@&I = NW/WI and notes that sup{l@,(t)-tl:O,<t< I}+0 a.s. 
(P,,) as T+ co. One may, therefore, replace [N(T) t] by [N(Tf)J. 
Define Vrtt) = tVWN”2 z&h o,<t,< 1, and note that 
sup{1 Y,.(t) - ?‘=(I)(: 0 < t < l} <N(T)-“* max{yi: = 0, 1,2,..., N(T)}, where 
Yi = .(:ii+’ I fCxts)) -  a s I d  * I n view of (2.28), one may apply the invariance 
principle to the sequence {yi: i = 0, 1,2,...} (see Theorem 20.1 in Billingsley 
[3]) to deduce that n -“‘max{(yi - EfiOy,(: i= 0, l,..., n} goes to zero in 
probability (Pw,) as n + co. Hence V, converges in distribution to the 
Wiener measure with variance parameter c2, as T-, co. Since N(T)/T 
converges Pro-a.s. to (E,oq2)-1, the weak convergence of the P,odistribution 
of 2, to W,, is proved. Now the P,-distribution of Z;(t) = 
T-‘/2(j;;+tT f(X(s)) ds - atT): 0 < c < 1, is the same as the P,;distribution 
of Z,, so that the Former converges weakly to W,,. Consider the time 
change QT(f) = (t - ~,/7’) V 0: 0 < t < 1. Under P,, the asymptotic 
distribution of 2; o 8, is the same as that of Z,, and the Former converges 
weakly to W,, (see Billingsley [3, pp. 144-1451). This establishes the desired 
convergence under P,. Next let v be an arbitrary initial distribution and 
write Z,,,(t) = T-V2(Jt+fTf(X(~)) ds - a#): 0 < t < 1. Let g be a real 
valued bounded continuous Function on CIO, 11. Then E, g(Z,) + IgdW,,. 
On the other hand, E, g(Z, h) = EUh g(Z,), where v,, is the distribution of 
X(h) when the initial distribution is u. By Theorem 2.7, EUh g(Z,) converges 
to E,g(Z,) uniformly For all T>O, as h-too. Let h(T)-+co, h(T)=o(T”*) 
as T-+ cm. Then E, g@h,(,,) -+ bM% Also, ~~PWM.,W - 
T-Y2(I~(T)+‘Tf(X(S)) ds - a(tT + h(T))& 0 < t < 1) ( T-V2 l/j”’ lf(X(s)) 
-a( ds + 0 P,-a.s., as T-r co, by the ergodic theorem (see, e.g., Maruyama 
and Tanaka [ 11, Theorem 4.11). The change of time VT(t) = 
(t - h(T)/T) V 0: 0 < t < 1, applied to T-V2u$T)+‘Tf(X(~)) - a(tT + h(T))) 
now shows that E, g(Z,) --f J g dW,, as T-, a~ 
For the second part we only need to show (in view of Theorem 2.5) that 
(2.15), (2.20), (2.21) together imply (2.28). Write z,,+ = taBtzZrO) A taBtrtN), 
Tr, = ral(r:r,) 7 Z1,,, = (pN If(X(s))l ds, Z, = J:l If(X(s))l ds, Z, = lim Z,,, 
(as N- co). By (2.9), E,Z, <((lx - zl), which is bounded on %(z: r,) 
because of the First relation in (2.31). Also For smooth f, the Function 
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G,(x) = -W%, satisfies: LG,(x) = -2 If(x)] E,Z,,, on (r, < (x -.z] < N} 
and G, = 0 on {lx - z1 = r0 or N} (see Dynkin [5, Theorem 13.171). Now 
use (2.9) to show that GN(x) is bounded by F,((x - z 1) with c = rO, d = N, 
and h(v) replaced by 4(v) h(u). Let N T 03 and using the second relation in 
(2.31), one shows that E,Zi is bounded on aB(z: r,). The above estimation 
of E,Zf remains valid for nonsmooth f, by approximation. It remains to 
prove that E,Zi is bounded on aB(z: rO). Since E,(z,,)* is bounded on 
aB(z: r,J (see Corollary 1.7) and f is bounded on compacts, the desired 
boundedness is proved. fl 
Remark 1. Note that the first relation in (2.31) implies 
I I f(x)1 m(dx) < co. If the same relation holds with h replaced by h*, then 
jf’(x) m(dx) < co. This follows from (2.9) and the fact m(x: c ( Ix - ZJ < d) 
is proportional to the expected amount of time (under P,,) the process 
spends in the set c < Ix - z] < d during the interval [0, qz) (see Maruyama 
and Tanaka, [ 1 I] or Bhattacharya [2]). The condition If*(x) m(dx) ( 03. 
however, does not guarantee that 
j;lPx )I s ds<w ti@> = E,fGWU-(x(s)) - a’>. (2.33) 
In case (2.33) holds, one may take 6* = 2 J”: p,-(s) ds. 
Remark 2. In case f is not a.s. (m) a constant, one may use results in 
Dobrushin (1956) to show that o* > 0, and, therefore, 6* > 0. 
With a little extra effort one may prove weak convergence of the 
normalized empirical distribution function. Let f be a Bore1 measurable 
function on Rk into [0, l] such that F(y) = m(x:f(x) <y) is continuous on 
[O, 11. Let C,(Y) = J~~~+2~~~,y~f..f(~(s))> & G,(Y) = n-l Cj’~d (i(Y)* BY the 
multivariate version of the central limit theorem which follows from 
Theorem 2.9, the finite dimensional distributions of the sequence 
Y,, = {fi (G,(y) - E,&(y)): 0 Q y Q 1 } converge to those of a Gaussian 
process Y. The distributions of this sequence on D[O, l] form a tight family, 
and Y has a.s. continuous sample paths, as may be shown in much the same 
way as in Billingsley [3, Theorem 22.11. This Gaussian process has mean 
zero and the covariance function 
C(X, Y> = Em &v(x) (O(Y) + 5 Em TO(X) $(Y) + ,f Ed& $(X1 
i=l i=l 
(O<X,Y< 1). (2.34) 
Now define the empirical distribution function FT(X, *) = 
TV1 J”,‘I,,&f(X(s))) ds: 0 < x < 1, then the process fi (FT(x, .) - F(x)), 
0 <X < 1, has asymptotically (as T-t 03) the same distribution as 
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GWVY’ YN,,, 9 and one arrives at the following result (we omit further 
details of its derivation). 
THEOREM 2.10. Let P,: x E Rk be a positive recurrent homogeneous 
dzrusion such that Em(q2 - q,,)* = EWOr,z: < co. Then for everyf as above, the 
distribution on D(0, I] of the normalized empirical process 
T1’*(FT(x, a) -F(x)), 0 <x < 1, converges weakly to that of a Gaussian 
process having a.s. continuous sample paths, mean zero, and covariance 
function c(x,~)(E:,~q,), 0 < x, y < 1, whatever may be the initial distribution 
of the dt@usion. 
Let Yt,x: t > 0, x E Rkj be a conservative diffusion defined on 
R, = C((t, co): Rk), t > 0, having coefficients a(t, x), b(t, x). The next result 
provides a useful sufficient condition under which, for every pair (to, x,), the 
P ,O,,odistribution of the shifted process X:(X:(s) = X(t + s): s > 0), viewed 
as a map on (D,O,.,@o) into (.QO,.P’), converges weakly to the distribution 
P, of a homogeneous stationary Markov process. Below P,: x E Rk 
corresponds to the measures on (a,, J”) associated with a homogeneous 
diffusion having coefficients a(x), b(x). 
THEOREM 2.11. Assume (A 1 )-(A4)*, (AS), (2.15), (2.20). Also suppose 
that at&t, x), bz(t, X) are bounded on [0, 03) X K for every compact K c Rk 
and that, as f + co, they converge for each x to a,(x), b,(x), respectively, 
where the limit a(x) = ((a,(x))) is positive definite for each x and 
continuous. If, in addition, one has 
lim Jz exp{-~z,,,(r>NJ~ W%(u)) expL&41 du)dr  = o 
N-X .I$ ev{-4,&N du 
9 
1 
00 g(r) 
(2.35) 
- exp{l;,rO(r)} dr < wo, 
r. a,(r) 
where 
g(r) =jr exp{-I;,,O(u>} (1.” -&- expK,&91 dv) du? 
r0 
(2*36) 
then the Pto,xo -distribution of X: converges weakly to P, as t + 00. 
Proof. Let us first show that, under the given assumptions, the P,o,xo 
distributions of {X(t): t > to) form a tight family. For this it is enough to 
produce, in view of Chebyshev’s inequality, a function F on [0, w) having 
the following properties: (i) F is nonnegative and nondecreasing, (ii) 
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F(N)+ co as IV-, co, and (iii) SU~(E,~,,,F(JX(~) - 21)) < oo. We claim that 
such an F is given by 
F(r) =I’ exp{-~,,o(u)l (i” -$$- exp{f,,ro(dl do) du 
r0 u -1 
( r  > r. + 11, (2.37) 
where h will be a minor modification of 
h(r) = max{fa,(r) exp{-21;,ro(r)}(~(r))-312, 11, 
Vi(r) = jr exp{-&r0(4 1 du. 
ro 
(2.38) 
Extend F to [0, r. + l] such that F is nonnegative, continuous and 
nondecreasing, and twice differentiable on [O, co). Note that on 
interchanging the order of integration in (2.37) one has 
> -$7(r) lrn d(p(u))-I”) = (t+7(r))“’ (r > r. + 1). (2.39) 
I 
Hence, by (2.15), F(r) T co as r T 00, and F has properties (i), (ii) above. To 
establish (iii) let us first show that 
= lim 
1 1 
G f I, 4o,xo(lX(s) - z I > r. + 2) ds = 6 > 0. (2.40) 
0 
Define q;=inf{s>, to: IX(s) -z( =ro+ 3}, qki=inf{s > vzi-1: )X(S) -zI = 
r. + 2}, r,$*+r = inf{s > vi,: IX(s) - z) = r. + 3) (i = 1,2 ,... ). Let s7; denote 
the pre-# sigma-field. By (2.8) (with c = to + 2, h s 1) and (2.35) one has 
evtIz,roW~ du du = yl, (2.41) ) 
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say. By (2.9) obtain 
G2 (2.42) 
say. Also, by Lemma 1.6. 
%&~i+ I - Vii I TG> G ,,-~~~o+2 (~t,x&~(r:r~+ 3) - t> = ~3 < 03. (2.43) 
f>to 
BY Corollary 1.7, E~o,x,(V~i+l - t7;i)2 is bounded above by a constant 
independent of i. Further, by the argument used at the end of the proof of 
Theorem 2.9, 
(2.44) 
Applying the stability theorem in Loeve [9, p. 3871, one has 
(2.45) 
as. (Pt,.,,>. Hence, a.s. (Pr,,x,), 
>--&>O. 
2 
From this (2.40) follows. Thus for all sufficiently large t, say, t > t,, one has 
~to,,~(lW) - z I) G JTI x0-zl)+(l --s/z)(t--t,)e 
- wwt - to)(hP), (2.47) 
e=sup(L,F(~x-z~):s>t,,~x-z~<r,+ l}, 
jr = inf(h(r): t > r. + 2}. 
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By modifying h (if necessary) away from [0, r0 + 11, one can ensure that the 
right side of (2.47) is no more than r’(] x,, - z 1) for t > t, . Thus property (iii) 
is established. 
We next show that the transition probability P(t,, x0 ; t, dy) of the 
nonhomogeneous diffusion converges wakly to m, the invariant distribution 
corresponding to the transition probability fl(s, x, dy) of the homogeneous 
diffusion, as t + co. Let g be a real valued bounded continuous function on 
Rk. Given E > 0 find N such that 
Pto,xo(l x(f) - z I > N> < 8 for all t > to. (2.48) 
Let t, = &(x,E) > 0 be such that 
g(u)P(12,x1dy)-jg(y)m(dy) a. (2.49) 
Since x -+ l g(y)&, x, dy) is continuous, there exists an open ball 
B = B(x: 6(x: E)) such that 
for x’ E B. (2.50) 
By the usual compactness argument there exists t, > 0 such that 
g(y)% x9 ~YI - j g(y) WY) < E for x E B(z: N). (2.51) 
For s > to one has 
Note that the P,,,-distribution of X: , which we denote by PI,.+, converges 
weakly to P,, uniformly on compact sets of x, as t + co (see Stroock and 
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Varadhan [15, Theorem 11.2.31). Therefore, making use of (2.48), (2.51), 
one gets, for sufficiently large s, 
G 2 II gll p*o,,o(l~w - z I > N) + & 
+ 2 II gll Pto,x,(l~(~) - ZI > N> + E 
< (4 II gll + 2) 6 II Al = sup{1 &)I: x E W. (2.53) 
Therefore, ~(t,,, x0 ; t, dy) converges weakly to m as t--t 03. Next let Q, 
denote the Pl,,x, -distribution of X: and let f be a real valued bounded 
continuous function on L?, = C([O, co): Rk). Then 
IJ 
S(o) Q,(dw) - jf’4 P,,, do) 
= 
lb 
f(o) &(d4 Ato, xo ; t, dx) - f(o) P,(do) i 
< 
IN 
f(w) &,,W4 - j.04 PxW) 1 Ato 3 xo ; tv dx) 
+ 1 j (jf 0 P,(dw)) Ato, x0; 6W -j (j-f@4 P,(dw)) m(W 1 
< sup 
Ix--zI <N lj 
f(w) &x&4 - jf’d Px(dw) 
+ 2 llfll pto,x,wt) --zl > w 
+ 
IN f (w) P,(du) 1 
Ato, x, ; t, dx) - 
Ii, 
04 p,(W m(W 
) I 
(II fll = suPU-(w)l: w E a,)* (2.54) 
Given E > 0 find N such that (2.48) holds. Then one has, noting that 
x -+ If(w) P,(dw) is continuous and p(to, x0 ; t, dy) converges weakly to 
m(dy), the inequality 
7 
fiz 
11 
f(w) Q,W) - jf’4 P,n(dw) < 2 II f It E. (2.55) 
This concludes the proof. I 
Remark. The first relation in (2.35) ensures that El,x(r&:r,j - t) is 
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bounded away from zero on {t > 0, (x - z] = rl}, while the second relation 
implies that El,x(r&:rOI - t)’ is bounded away from infinity on t > 0, 
lx - ZI = l-1 Q-1 > r-0). 
Our final result provides upper and lower functions for positive recurrent 
diffusions by an extension of a method due to Motoo [ 121, who used it in the 
case of one-dimensional homogeneous diffusions. A positive nondecreasing 
function h on [l, co) is an upper function for the diffusion 
{P,,X: t > 0, x E Rk} if, for all x, 
PO,JMI Q h(t) for all sufficiently large t) = 1, (2.56) 
where 
M, = sup{lX(s)l: 0 <s < t}. (2.57) 
A positive nondecreasing h on [0, 00) is a lower-function if, for all x, 
P,,,(M, < h(t) for all sufficiently large t) = 0. (2.58) 
In the expressions for w, rjj used below take z = 0, t, = 0, c = r0 ( h(l), for 
simplicity. 
THEOREM 2.12. Assume (Al)-(A4)*, (A5), (2.15), (2.20), (2.35) hold. 
A positive nondecreasing h is an upper function if 
and a lower function if 
Proof. Let h satisfy (2.59), and let qzn-, , qZn be the stopping times 
introduced before the statement of Theorem 2.9, but with z = 0. Let A denote 
the set within parantheses in (2.56), and write 
RI = suPGW)l: t/2n G t G f12n+2) (n = 1, 2,...). (2.6 1) 
Then inequalities (2.45) hold with primes deleted, and for an appropriate 
positive number y, (obtained on replacing in the expression for y, in (2.41) 
the quantities r,, -t 2, r,, + 3, z by rO, rl , 0, respectively) one has r,r2,, > ny, /2 
for all sufficiently large n a.s. (P&. Therefore, 
P,,,W <PO,, @>h(F) for infinitely many n (2.62) 
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On the other hand, by (2.7), 
(2.63) 
By (2.59), the last expression is summable in n, and the Borel-Cantelii 
lemma yields P&4’) = 0. 
Next assume h satisfies (2.60). Then there exist positive numbers yz, y3, 
obtained by obvious modifications of their expressions in (2.42), (2.43), such 
that flzn < 2n@ = 2n(y, + yJ) for all suffkiently large n a.s. (P,,,). Hence, 
writing B, = {Mn ,< h(2&)}, one has 
P,,,(A) < PX(fGn < h(2n0) for all suffciently large n) 
=povx p, fijq (2.64) 
By (2.6) one has, writing q for the pre-vj sigmafield, 
(2.65) 
The last product vanishes, since C,“,j(~(rl)/y(h(2n0)) = 00, by (2.60). The 
inequality (2.64) now yields the desired result. a 
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